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From: Jon Johnson
To: g~zk Reckley, William; Sheron, Brian
Date: Fri, Nov 16, 001 6:37 PM
Subject: Re: Request for Review of NRR Fact Sheets

Bill Reckley please coordinate with Beth . Thx. Beth Bill is the NRR lead for this type of review.

>>> Elizabeth Hayden 11/16/01 04:43PM >>> DM
Jon,

Part of OPA's collection on the web that was taken down last month is our set of Fact Sheets on various
topics. NMSS has reviewed theirs and given me their initial 'scrubu for those having sensitive information
that we would not want to provide to terrorists for their potential use.

I need NRR to review its fact sheets for this sensitivity, realizing that we still have no
Commission-asproved criteria for withholding information from the public domain. I believe it would make
sense that while NRR reviews the fact sheets for sensitivity, those determined to be OK to be reposted to
the Web should be updated, too. This is the time of year that we ask for updates.

Below are the 19 fact sheets that my records show are assigned to NRR. I've also listed each fact sheet
contact I worked with last year for updates. Only about 8 appear to need updates. Those with an asterisk
indicate the fact sheet probably does not need to be updated. However, all should be given a sensitivity
review.

Please let me know how you want to handle the updates/scrubs so that we can repost to the web
around the first of next year.

Decommissioning NPP - Bill Huffman
Next Generation Reactors - Jerry Wilson
*Emergency Planning & Preparedness - Kathy Gibson
*Environmental Monitoring - Steve Klemenowicz (?)
*Fire Protection - Daniele Oudinout
*Inspection - David Allsopp
License Transfers - Mike Dusaniwskyj

(A list of transfers to date would be good to add)
*Non-Power Reactors - Marvin Mendonca
Nuclear Insurance - Mike Davis
*Nuclear Plant Security - (Alan Madison - updated in Oct.)
*Reactor Licensing Process - Mark Padovan
*License Renewal - Steve Hoffman- updated in Sept.)
*Reactor Operator Licensing - Fred Guenther
*Reactor Pressure Vessel Embrittlement - ?
Steam Generator Tube Issues - Emmett Murphy
*TMI - Pat Madden
Allegation Process - Ed Baker
Deregulation - Mike Davis
Power Uprates - Mohammed Shuaibi

CC: Case, Michael; Goldberg, Francine; Konzman, Carl; Kotzalas, Margie; Landau, Mindy;
Madison, Alan; Rosenberg, Stacey


